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Matlab environment enables us to optimize the different
coefficients to approximate the arc currents and voltages.
In this paper, we will try to answer to the two following
questions: which polynomial function is better adapted to arc
current simulation? And which polynomial function can best
model the arc voltage?
The simulation will be leaded in a line high voltage circuit
breaker 245kV/50kA/50Hz with SF6 as a breaking medium,
between 0 and 90µs. An ANN with a training supervised with
the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm will be used in order to
control the breaking of a default current of about 90% of the
cutting capacity. This breaker has been the subject of several
experimental studies, especially those achieved by
Schavemaker et al [11] and J. L. Guardado [12].

Abstract. In this paper, a simulation of the breaking arc in
high voltage circuit breakers based on a combination of the least
square and the neural networks techniques will be presented. A
simulation program has been developed by the means of Matlab
software that enables to adapt polynomial functions to the neural
simulations. The obtained results show the efficiency of the method
on a 245kV/50kA line breaker.
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1.Introduction
The monitoring and control of the phenomena related to
electric arcs extinction in high voltage (HV) circuit breakers
gets call more and more to artificial intelligence techniques [1,
2]. These enable to set up relationships between very complex
physical parameters that are implicated at the contacts opening
in order to ensure a better protection of electric networks.
Moreover, in spite of the significant scientific works achieved
on HV arcs extinction, as well in the theoretical domain than
experimental, the physical phenomena remain difficult for
analytical modeling that would enable to foresee their
behavior with a weak margin of uncertainty [2-6].
Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) are the most used in
complex problems for which there are many difficulties to
achieve a large number of measurements and where the
underlying laws aren’t well known [7]. ANN appear therefore
well indicated to respond to the need of simulation of breaking
electric arcs.
For this effect, the goal of this work is first of all to
conceive a neural network with the electric arc time of
breaking as the input and the corresponding arc voltage as an
output. This will enable us to dispose a set of data that will be
regrouped according to least square criteria in order to better
model the electric arc extinction.
Indeed, the least square method is often used to refine the
developed models [1, 8-10] and to reduce the committed
errors when estimating the different energies. Moreover, this
method has been shown to be enough fruitful in the modeling
of non-linear phenomena [9, 10]. A program developed under
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2. Formulation of the Problem
By considering p the number of points (xi ,yi) generated by
the neural network such as:1≤i≤p, one must search a
polynomial curve y=f(x) of degree n that brings closer the
points (,yi xi) such as the optimal coefficients of this
polynomial are those that minimizes the average quadratic
residue R of the interpolation. One can write therefore:

R=

1 p
∑ ( yi − f (xi ))
p i =1

2

(1)

Where f ( x ) = a 0 + a1 x + a 2 x + ..... + a n x … with a0,
n

a1,.. an the polynomial coefficients.
Searching to find the best coefficients of the polynomial in
the least square meaning returns to solve the following system
of equations:
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∂R
=0
∂a0
∂R
=0
∂ai

for i between 1 and n

(2)

∂R
=0
∂an
One obtains thus (n+1) equations where the (n+1)
unknowns are the polynomial coefficients. The solving of this
linear system enables to determine the polynomial of
approximation of the experimental curve in the least square
meaning. The choice of the polynomial degree is the most
delicate step of the algorithm. Indeed, it conditions the
smoothing quality: more this latter will be elevated, more the
polynomial will have tendency to pass all over the points of
the curve.
The ''polyfit'' function of Matlab software was used for the
linear interpolation in the least square meaning. This function
enables to minimize the value of R and to achieve the
optimization of the coefficients of the polynomial function
f(x). In order to deduce the error between the experimental
values Vi of the arc voltage and those obtained by the polyfit
function model, we used the ''polyval'' function which returns
the value of the interpolation polynomial for all values of time
between 0 and 90µs. The error Ei committed at point xi is then
equal to:
(3)
Ei= Vi – polyval(xi)

Fig. 1. Structure of the retained neural network

A. Learning Phase of the neural network
Although the choice of training algorithm in a feedforward network is difficult, the Levenberg-Marquardt
algorithm presents in general the fastest convergence for
modeling of physical phenomena problems [7, 14]. In this
work, we chose a ''trainlm'' type of training. For this type
of training, predefined input vectors are provided to the
ANN, and the goal of the network is to be able to
determine in another input vector the simulated values.
The training phase is executed while adjusting the weights
by the back-propagation algorithm until obtaining a quadratic
error fixed in advance between the wanted output and the
output of the neural network. For the different iterations, the
back-propagation algorithm provides the MSE index of
performance (Mean Square Error performance function). The
weights will be initialized by uncertain manner.
Back-propagation algorithms that we used update the
weights and the bias in the meaning to fast minimizing the
3. Presentation of the neural network
MSE index of performance. The training will be
considered as complete after 500 epochs (optimal number
The Feed-forward propagation network is chosen to
obtained by simulation) or when the maximal error, on all
simulate the electric arc breaking (under this configuration,
output neurons, between the wanted value and the real
all neurons of a given layer are usually connected to all
value is lower than 10-5 for any given input of the training
neurons of the following layer). These networks are very
database.
used in identification and modeling of non linear systems
[1, 3, 13]. Indeed, they enable to approximate every B. Neural Network Programming
continuous phenomenon with only one layer [2].
The network programming has been achieved under
As the wanted output of the network is know, we must Matlab environment. It required 2 files: A first file
therefore execute a supervised training. Two vectors of data presenting the training data under matrix form where the
will be then provided to the network:
first line of the matrix includes the different values of
The input vector (t0, t1,... .tj,…tn) and the output vector (v0, electric arc breaking time in microseconds, and the second
v1,... ..vi,…vn) where each point of the simulation is line represents the values of the arc voltage in Volts. The
represented by (ti,vi) at the time ti and corresponding voltage second configuration file gives the necessary informations
vi.
about the ANN structure and the training parameters.
These input-output of the neural model are respectively the
In this work, the ''newff'' Matlab command has been
experimental values of time and arc voltage of the considered used to create the forward propagation ANN network.
breaker. The corresponding structure is represented in figure 1
[11, 12]. One can first observe a sharp increase of the arc C. Structure of the Network
voltage at the contacts opening that corresponds to the arc
The network is constituted from three layers:
generation and then, relatively weak arc voltages with regard
- The input layer constituted by only one neuron.
to the network voltage are measured.
- A hidden layer with 20 neurons having a sigmoid
as a function of activation. The ''logsig'' command
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-

enables to create this function under Matlab
environment.
An output layer constituted from one neuron where
the function of activation type is positive linear
and the Matlab command is designated as ''poslin''.

D. Testing Phase
For the testing phase, we compared the values simulated by
ANN with those obtained experimentally by Schavemaker et
al [11] for a period of extinction between 0 and 90µs. For that
purpose, other data different from those used in the training
phase have been used.

Fig. 2. Artificial Neural network performances

4. Results of simulation
All simulation phases of the neural network and the least
square method have been executed under Matlab environment.
Figure 3 illustrates the performance of the used network.
The training performance reached an error of about 3.7 10-13 at
the end of 26 epochs. One remark that the network converges
after 20 iterations and that the quadratic error average reaches
the fixed value of 10-5 after 25 epochs. This confirms the
efficiency of the ''lm'' algorithm used for this modeling as well
as its generalization.

Experimental current

ANN modeled current

Least square
modeled current

Current simulation results are represented on figures 4 and
5. They show clearly the effect of the polynomial function
degree on the arc current estimation. Weak gaps between the
least square technique obtained values for degree 1 and the
experimental values are found (figure 4). Furthermore, on
figure 5, one notes that a polynomial of elevated degree will
have tendency to produce inflection points and generates gaps
at the end of breaking. A deviation of 300A is obtained at
t=90µs. Figure 6 shows that polynomials of weak degree
minimize better the approximation error of the current.

Fig. 3. Variations of the arc current as a function of time

1st order polynomial

Figures 7, 8 and 9 present the results of arc voltage
variations obtained respectively with polynomials of degrees 1,
5 and 10. It appears clearly that an elevated polynomial degree
reproduces better the arc voltage evolvement. The arc voltage
deviation reaches 400V at t = 40µs and 480V at t=88µs for a
polynomial of order 1.

Fig. 4. Error variations as a function of time
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Experimental arc voltage

Order 2

Arc voltage
modeled by ANN
Order 3
Order 5
Least square
model

Experimental
current

Fig. 8. Arc voltage approximated by a polynomial of 5th order.

Fig. 5 . Arc current variations as a function of time.

Experimental voltage
Voltage modeled
by ANN

Order 5

Order 2

Order 3

Least square
model

Fig. 9. Arc voltage approximation by a polynomial of order 10.

Fig. 6. Time variations of the current approximation errors.
Order 10

Experimental voltage
ANN computed
voltage

Order 5
Order 1

Fig. 10. Arc voltage approximation error evolvement.

Least square
obtained

Fig. 7. Arc voltage approximation by a polynomial of 1st order.

5. Conclusion
The association of least square techniques with artificial
neural networks appears well adapted to modeling of arc
quenching in high voltage circuit breakers. One notes that the
current models are better adapted with a linear regression
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curve, whereas the arc voltage is best modeled by elevated
degree polynomial functions. However, we can add that the
retained neural model remains limited for electric arc
extinction modeling if we consider the important recorded
gaps with regard to the experimental data.
One of future challenges of this work is to take in account
other physical parameters, in addition to the breaking duration.
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